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Letters Supporting Project (48 Letters)
Note: See flash drive or CD in front pocket of Volume I of FEIS for access to this appendix.
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Good evening Mr. Schneiderman and to the rest of the board. Thank you for
letting me write in. My name is Erin Meaney and I am full time resident of
Southampton. My family has lived in the Hamptons for 70 years, my father was
our mayor in Southampton in the 80's, and I own Topiaire Floral Boutique and
Candy Shop and my husband Shay manages an estate in Sagaponack. I

I would like to lend my support to The Hills project. When I heard that a world
class organization like Discovery Land Company intended to build a res0rt
community in East Quogue I was anxious to learn more, having knowledge of
other Discovery properties including: Baker's Bay in the Bahamas and the
Yellowstone Club in Montana.

I

I. have read all of the information on The Hills project which has been provided
by both sides at these meetings.

What I've learned most is that the trademark of all Discovery properties is that
they are inspired' by the natural environment and traditlions of the locale, an
enduring love of family and nature, and a desire to create intimate communities
where families forge lasting bonds. To me, THAT is what the Hamptons is all
about.

I have also been so impressed to learn about the generous commitments that
Discovery has proposed towards our community including: scholarships for
the East Quogue School system, a promise to build a substation for the local
fire dept, and myriad special funding programs to protect our bays.

I am as passi,onate as any Hamptonite when it comes to preserving this jewel
that we are lucky enough to live in, but I've yet to find any negative impact that
The Hilts would have on our community. I think it's important to remember that
when the public good is served by private development, then everyone benefits.
If you change the way you look at things, the things you look at can change.
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Thank you for letting me submit a letter of support for The Hills project. My name is Dr. Mark Kot and I have been a
Hamptons resident for over 20 years, where I currently own Southampton Urgent Medical Care.
\ was excited to hear that Discovery land Company has decided to pila nt some roots in the Hamptons. They have a long
history of creating the most beautiful and environmentally sound destination resort communities and golf courses. I like
the concept of building an instant community of people who value the same things that t and most Hamptonites do:
Family, community, giving back, protecting the environment, sustainability and supporting the farm to table movement.
I have also taken note of Discovery's other latest project, Silo Ridge, in Armenia NY. Seeing how Silo Ridge has fit
seamlessly into the Iland, community, and nearby towns shows me that a similar property wIll work well on the East End.
A great deal of residents, families, schools, and local organizations w'ill benefit greatly from Discovery's ,intended
commitments.
From preserving 75 percent of the land, to removing nitrogen from the acquifier, generating significant economic activity
and loca'i jobs, AN D, as a seasonal resort having NO negative impact on the school system. I view the Hills as a win-win
for the Hamptons and we would be lucky to have Discovery as part of our great community.
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January 12, 2017
Southampton Town Board
Southampton Town Hall
Southampton, NY 11968
Re: The Hills seasonal resort
Ladies and Gentlemen:
My husband and I are residents of Quogue. I am writing to let you
know of our support for the Hills project. We believe that it win be a
good thing for the community at large, specifically because:
• It will bring much needed jobs to the area.
• It will bring tax revenue to the area.
• The residents will be seasonal and will not have children in the
school system.
• It will not create a traffic burden on the area.
•

It will mean FAR less density than an as-of-right development.

• The Discovery company has a proven record of being
environmentally responsible.
We hope that you will appreciate these benefits and approve this
project.
Sincerely,

Barbara W. Callahan

To whom it may concern,
I am writing this letter to tell you about my personal experience with the
Discovery Land Company. Currently Discovery is bun ding a private go1f course
community in Amenia NY, which is where I run my restaurant Monte's Local Kitchen
and Tap Room. The course officially opened last year and has already provided
some direct benefits to the community of Amenia and the surrounding hamlets.
Silo Ridge, the aforementioned Discovery community, recently hosted their
annual staffhoHday party at my restaurant where together we raised over $4,500 to
help two local families in need. ensuring they had a wonderful and bountiful
Christmas and holidays.
This is just a small snippet of what Silo Ridge has done for the community.
The jobs they have provided 10cal1y, as we]] as their staff and members that frequent
my restaurant during Silo's season have added a crucial economic boost to an area
that quite frankly needed it. In fact.since Silo's arrival I was able~pen for lunch in
addition to what was once exclusively4:iinner service.
I often have the pleasure of serving the staff at SiJo Ridge, and though they
don't have as many potential patrons during their offseason, the few that do stick
around have become welcome regulars at my Tap Room bar. Needless to say
Discovery Land has proven to be wonderful neighbors and excellent members in the
community of Amenia, NY, and I for one think any town or area would be lucky to
them in their backyard.
Sincerely,
Dafna Mizrahi
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Town of Southampton

February 6,2017

Dear Board members,

I am writing to inform you that I fully support the proposed project liThe Hills" that I understand Discovery
Land Properties intends to develop in East Quogue. I have been thoroughly briefed on the project and
feel confident that Discovery will produce nothing short of what they have done at their other properties
- some of which I have been fortunate enough to visit as a guest.

I have been a resident of Westhampton Beach for over 40 years and belong to Westhampton Country
Club as well. I know just how special the residents in our community feel about this magical place and I
can only imagine that maintaining our town's unique charm and character is your first priority. So to that
end I feel that Discovery will develop this property with that objective in mind. After all it's in their best
interest to do so, as that is the very essence of the Hamptons.

I am in favor of this project and hope you will vote in the positive to endorse it as well.

Warm regards,

TOWN CLERK
Emil J. Misisco
30 Britney lane
Westhampton Beach, NY 11978
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Dear Board Members,
My name is Frank Mara, Vice President of Community Relations for the New York Football
Giants. My wife Lynn and I have a home in Hampton Bays that we purchased five years ago.
Lynn (Hattrick) was born and raised in Southampton and it is where most of her family still
resides. Our roots are still very much entrenched in the Hamptons. We spend most of the summer
there as well as frequent trips during the fall and winter. The Hills Project in East Quogue,
developed by the Discovery Land Company, has the great potential to add more natural beauty to
the Hamptons.
While I am not an owner at any of the Discovery properties, I have visited them before and know
that they are a first class, very well respected land developer. Discovery Land fully understands
and appreciates the sensitivities of the natural beauties of the Hamptons and I am fully confident
they will do everything in their power to protect and nurture it.
The last thing any of us who live or visit the south shore frequently need is more traffic
Discovery feels certain that the increase will be minimal and seasonal, July and August, as is the
case every summer in the Hamptons
I think the most important reasons this project makes sense though, is the added tax revenue,
estimated to be in excess of $4 million a year, and financial commitments The Hills development
will make to the East Quogue School District and support for the Bay Restoration projects of the
local leaders.
It is for these reasons that I fully support this project. If this land is to become a golf course and

community I feel certain that The Hills project developed by the Discovery Land Company is a
safe and fiscally sound way to go.

s~_
1~Mam

Vice President, Community Relatio

TOWN CLERK
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TOWN CLERK
To the Members of the Southamoton Town Boare..
My name is Graham Russell and I reside at 11 Quahog Lane. QUOQue for :;
months of the vear. Unfortunatelv. I am unable to attend this meetin2
:oncemmli! me Hills develooment. but I reQuested that this letter of support
read and submitted to the DubUc record.
When I first heard about the oroiect I was somewhat skeotical about the clalms
coming from the developer. specifically Discovery's ability to keeo thelr
promises when it comes to the environment and the water quality. Protectln~
our water. both from the aouifer and the bays is one of the most crudal factors
with regard to the health and prosperity of the east end and our community in
Q.uogue and surrounding area.
I have reviewed the available collateral on the orooosed Hills develooment. as
well as O1scovery Land Company. I can't help but be swayed by their exemplary
record of development
of ecolOlZical sensitive areas. This is embodied in the
.
simole fact that The Hills is strivimz to be net n1tro2en neszati'Ve us;~ cutting
edge technologies and turf management plans. As I understand it, the turf on
the golf course acts as a massive bio filter. they accomplish this by using the
Droven technology of ferti2ation. which literally takes the nitr02en alreadu
Dresent in the 2round water to sUDolement and decrease the need for
fertiliza [ion.
~

,t's clear that Discovery genuinely cares about the communities in which they
Invest. There is an appreciable example of commitment already in our back
yaro with the Dune Deck slated to open this summer. I look forward to seeing
what Discovery will accomplish in Westhampton and hope to have them as
neighbors in our community. They certainly set the standard for sustainable
and ecoLogical communities and have the track record to back them up_
Thank you for your consideration.
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MY NAME IS JOHN HEALEY. MY FAMILY AND I ARE FULL TIME
RESIDENTS OF SOUTHAMPTON TOWN.
AFTER SITTING IN ON THE LAST 3 MEETINGS, I AM SPEAKING AGAIN
TONIGHT TO OFFER MY SUPPORT OF THE HILLS SEASONAL RESORT.
MY FAMILY AND I UTILIZE THE GREAT NATURAL RESOURCES THAT
ARE OFFERED HERE ON THE EAST END. WE CARE ABOUT WHAT
GOES INTO OUR SOIL, RIVERS, AND BAYS. WE DO CARE ABOUT
HOW DEVELOPMENT EFFECTS OUR COMMUNITY.
MY FAMILY AND I HAVE PERSONAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE
DISCOVERY LAND COMPANY AND KNOW THEM TO BE HONEST,
STRAIGHTFORWARD AND EXTREMELY COMPETENT. THEY ARE THE
BEST AT WHAT THEY DO AND STAND BY THEIR COMMITMENTS.
I AM CONFIDENT THAT THE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY BEING
PROPOSED WITH THE HILLS DEVELOPMENT WILL FAR OUTWEIGH
THE ALTERNATIVE.
THE ALTERNATIVE OF 118 HOMES WITH "FULL TIME" RESIDENTS
AND LESS OVERSIGHT, LESS CONTROL, WHICH MEANS MORE
PRESSURE ON THE ENVIRONMENT. IT IS NOT A GOOD OPTION. IT'S
CLEAR, THERE WILL BE NO BENEFITS LIKE THE ONE'S DISCOVERY IS
OFFERING TO THE COMMUNITY.
"THE HILLS" PROJECT WILL HAVE LESS NEGATIVE IMAPCT ON THE
COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENT WHILE PRESERVING 77% OF THE
PROPERTY. THE HILLS PROJECT WILL BE A WELCOMED ASSETT TO
THE EAST END.
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With 22 years on a local school board I have first hand knowledge of the importance of
tax revenues, especially in the era of the tax cap. To have a source of revenue that will
produce little or no impact on a district is a home run. The Discovery development is
such a project. For this reason alone, I support this project. But I am also convinced that
it is environmentally appropriate for this area and a good fit for our summer community
which relies so much on income 'from the summer.
Thank You.
Jim Hulme,
Esq. Westhampton
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J.J. Sacha
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My name is J.J. Sacha and I'm lucky enough t~o~lT7i~v~e~o~n~~a~==~~----J
beautiful little stretch of land over on Cold Spring Pond
in Southampton.
I'm certain many of you here are worried
about the impact of having a golf course built near your
homes. You are no doubt concerned on any number of fronts,
not least of which is the environmental impact of such a
project.
I feel your concern and shared the exact same
emotions 13-years ago when Sebonack Golf Course was built
literally within eyesight of my home.
As I mentioned before, we live on Cold Spring Pond and the
pond's health was of utmost concern to all the residents in
the Cold Spring community. When the land that had been
Bayberry Land, a long-time retreat for the Electrical
Union, was up for sale, shock waves went out through our
community. We began hearing rumors of all sorts about what
would be built on that pristine piece of waterfront
property. We even heard that Donald Trump wanted to build
a resort on the site. Ultimately, it was Sebonack Golf
Course that was built there.
Our community still had some real fears with the
construction of a golf course so close to the pond and to
our homes.
But from the start, Sebonack met with the
community and listened to our concerns and have been
fantastic neighbors. The health of the pond has never been
better, frankly.
Clams are still plentiful. The bird life
is amazing. Even scallops seem to be making a bit of a
return. When we had traffic concerns about the course
hosting the Women's US Open, Sebonack understood and worked
with us so that we were not bothered by buses and traffic.
For those of us living back there, you would likely have
never known there was a major golf tournament happening
that week.
We've all heard the saying, "You can't choose your
neighbors. H That is true, of course.
I can attest,
though, that Sebonack has been a great neighbor to the Cold
Spring Point Community and I can only imagine that The
Hills will be an equally good neighbor in East Quogue.

J.J. Sacha
Southampton, NY

37 Sandgate Lane
Southampton, NY 11968

Kevin Norden
P.O. Box 867
Remsenburg, NY 11960

To whom it my concern:
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My name is Kevin Norden and I reside at 7 Rogers Lane in the Hamlet of Remsen~rg. t attended
Westhampton High School and graduated from Elon University in North Carolina:,have attended
every Town Hall meeting for the Hills and unfortunately am away with my wife and 15 month old for
this final meeting. In discussing the Hills with local friends and family members, I have heard many
theories on both sides of this debate. In these discussions, thEre are two things that remain constant to
me in all of the opinions that I have heard.
The first constant that remains is that development is going to happen on this piece of property.
Though, the real question is, how will the development be done, and will it be done with the residents'
best interest in mind? When one compares Discovery Land, who has 19 flourishing properties on
landscapes just as sensitive as our Pine Barrens, versus an unknown developer, it makes it difficult to
be against the Hills Project knowing that they have. This becomes more apparent when you realize that
the Hills will clear less overall total land than the alternative project. The Hills will have numerous
monitoring wells throughout the property to alleviate the concern for the leaching of any chemicals.
The health and preservation of our environment is important to me and my family, as we would like to
continue to use our bays for boating and fishing. Therefore, I feel that it is essential for a third party
administrator to be in charge of having these wells tested. There should be a strict protocol in place for
any action that must be taken if specific levels in the monitoring wells reach an undesirable level. This
testing and the third party administrator should be paid for by the Hills community.
The second constant is the revenue of school tax. The Hills will be comprised of seasonal residents who
will not use the school system. When the Hills is at full capacity, there will be approximately 4 million
dollars in revenue for the school to use, with none of the Hills residents actually utilizing the school.
This allows for more funding for the local East Quogue students, benefiting them greatly. Although the
types of homes or residents for the alternative development plan is currently unknown, it is more than
likely not to consist of seasonal residents like the Hills plan proposes.
During the past Town Hall meetings that I attended, I noticed that the general opinion of the people
who spoke out against the Hills plan have something common: they oppose change. I, too, struggle
with change, but unfortunately, things in our modern world change constantly. With that said, I would
prefer a known, well calculated, and more predictable "change" for this plot of land rather than one
that is unknown with more variables. I think Discovery Land has provided a plan for this area that
allows for a positive, protected change for our community. The Hills project by Discovery Land has
proven that they work with the surrounding community, business owners, and governmental agencies
connected with the specific project. I believe the Hills will be yet another successful project for
Discovery Land.
Sincerely,
Kevin Norden

Hi My name is k!i!!line gordon and I live in §g.uthampton and
have for 20 years. While I love the East End and would never
want the integrity of the land to change, I do feel change is
necessary - and good.
When I look at the information on The Hills seasonal resort, it
feels like they want to be a real partner to East Quogue. This
company is offering sizable donations (to the school, fire
department and others) and community benefits including
letting the Hills' Clubhouse be used for community fundraising
events. I think that's a very positive way of becoming a part of
the community.
I like how the Hills would create jobs -- that they will give
priority to local contractors, builders & painters to build, and
during operation - staff. More employment for local east end
residents is always a good thing.
I love the beauty of the Hamptons. So I like how 90 per cent of
the land will be beautiful vegetation. The renderings look like
the homes will be classy and traditional. I feel we should go
with a company that has a history in building beautiful resorts
like this all over the world. They couldn't possibly do anytbi!lg~'~ ------1
less than that here. And - because beauty isn't everythi,i£[' ---_-1
they'll give back to the community in ways that will hel
particular, the East Quogue School District.
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Many people have issue with the proposed water systeznS; f ~
The Hills, specifically when golf courses are created.
many people are not aware of however, is that there ar~=:::::::::L-..-.l
organic water systems in newer golf courses which can
improve the quality of our drinking water.
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nnaCourt
West Islip, NY 11795

RE: The "Hills" Development
Dear Sirs:

/ am not cu"ently

~uag~ldent, however, / am

\/and owner.

hope to build my new home in East Quogue soon and become a fu me
resident. I have carefully followed recent events regarding the "Hills"
development, both in the media and by talking to other residents. I am deeply
concerned about the quality of life in our community, both from an
environmental and economic standpoint.
I believe the "Hills" development is the best choice for East Quogue. Real estate
taxes will be reduced and there will be an economic boom to the community.
The part time residents from the "Hills" will not add to the students attending
the elementary school. Based on the additional environmental benefits the
"Hills" is offering, for example, treating water in the golf course and helping to
clean up the septic systems by the Shinecodc Bay, I can only conclude that the
"Hills" will be a much better choice than the current zoning which includes 118
homes with full time residents.
I hope you vote in favor ofthe "Hills" and allow East Quogue to move in a
positive direction. I love this town.
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tonight's meeting on the Hills but I would like to voice my full support of the project
in this letter.
I have been a professional golfer since 1961 and currently take great pride in
designing courses. I cannot speak more highly of Discovery Land and their
commitment to sustainable and ecological development. Their track record speaks
for itself, 18 successful communities throughout the United States Mexico and the
Bahamas. Being involved in the golf community for as long as I have I had the
privilege of watching the game grow and adapt to the changing times.
Advancements in technology, both in the equipment golfers use and how golf course
turf management systems are applied have advanced dramatically. As a golf course
\'.V\pj)v~

designer, I can personally speak to the technological advancements in irrigation and
turfmanagemen~~en

just as iinat more import.e!lt to the..game-that I IO\le.

~

Discovery is at the forefront of using these cutting edge technologies, which
are geared towards making golf courses not only environmentally friendly, but also
environmentally beneficial. Specifically Discovery has used drought and brackish
water tolerant grasses on their courses that had not even been engineered when I
first tee'd up a ball on tour. Along with working within the restraints of the natural
environment Discovery and The Hills will use the proven technology of fertigation,
which uses Nitrogen already present in the groundwater to supplement their
fertilizer use. Being involved in the area I am well aware of the difficulties our
aquifer faces from Nitrogen contamination and th. fact that The Hills has found a
~

way to help remove Nitrogen from our aquifer using the grasses ofthe golf course as
a massive bio-filter. It really does fit hand in glovelhe grasses~h they need'

~
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much less naw then when I played,)still need nutrients and tfte Ilotf"ients tHe grasses
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alFeady contaminating the ground water. Fertigation pumps tl'l1f"nitrogen

out to the ben~fit of the golf course which would now require less fertilizer as the N '\k~
will

in the water-eM be absorbed by the roots of the grasses.

Having had a front row seat to the evolution within the golfing world I can
comfortably say that Discovery~ net only helping to set the example for how Golf
~

and the environment can coexist in symbiotic relationship. Discovery will make
excellent neighbors for us out here on the east end. their track record as responsible
and concerned stewards of the environment;speaks for itself.

Many Thanks
Raymond Floyd

· Town of Southampton

February 6, 2017

Dear Board Members,

Robert Santangelo, have owned 98 Potunk Lan West Hampton Beach 'nce October
leo strongly support the Discovery dev opment project in East Quogue. I
believe it would be a wonderful addition to the area.
The developer will be deploying advanced technologies to keep our ground and surface waters
safe. Discovery's reputation and commitment to previous projects makes me quite comfortable
that they will meet or exceed our community's expectations and demands.
Please vote yes.

fD)(g©(gIJW~rm
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Robert Santangelo
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November, 2016
Re: The Hills Seasonal Resort in East Quogue
To Whom It May Concern:
I am a homeo
a local business owner and a commercial ro e 0
Southampton. In the interes 0
lSC osure, I serve as the Executive Director of the Southampton
usmess Alliance but today I am speaking for myself and not for that organization.
While I typically don't speak in public at all on issues like this, the controversy surrounding The
Hills has compelled me to come forward and speak strongly in its favor.
The decision here is not The Hills or nothing. It's The Hills Seasonal Resort or a housing
development, which is Discovery Land's right to build without any zoning change. It's a forward
thinking responsible project that will attract wealthy, temporary summer residents and create local
jobs vs. an "old-school" housing development that will add to the community's current problems,
including overcrowded schools, more septic systems, etc.
If you have doubts about the caliber of project that Discovery Land creates, please visit their website
directly at www.discovervlandco.com. The project is being headed by Mark Hissey, who I have
known personally for many years. Mark helped establish and then manage Sebonack Golf Club,
which stands today as an international example of environmentally responsible construction and
management. Mark and his team have a proven commitment to the betterment of our region through
their past projects.
If you have thoughts that stalling the project long enough will make Discovery Land just go away, I
again urge you to visit their website and see what they produce. They are here to stay, and here to
develop a world~class seasonal resort that's going to benefit East Quogue, Hampton Bays and the
entire Township.
It's the Hills Seasonal Resort or a housing development. It's a plus or a minus for our Township, our
schools and our tax base. It's that simple to me.
Thank you,
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Sheryl Heather, CBP, President
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APSP Certified Building Professional • Accredited Member Better Business Bureau
PO Box 319, Hampton Bays NY 11946 • 631-728-1929 Fax 631-728-1032 • www.springandsumrneract.com
Member Long Island Pool & Spa Association • Member Southampton Business Amance
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John Galvin
PO Box 449
Quogue, NY 11959
March 10, 2017

Mr. Schneiderman
Supervisor
Town of Southampton
116 Hampton Rd
Southampton, NY 11968
Dear Mr. Schneiderman,
I am writing to you express my support for the Hills at Southampton development project in East Quogue. I
live and work in the area and have extensive knowledge of this property, having served as a member of the
Suffolk County Park Police for many years. While employed by the Suffolk County Park Police, I was assigned
as a member of the “Pine Barrens Law Enforcement Task Force”, the multi -jurisdictional task force assigned
to police the vast central Pine Barrens region. Over the years that I served on this task force, I personally
witnessed many problems on the property where the Hills will be built. The rampant incidences of illegal
dumping, burning of stolen vehicles, unlawful discharge of firearms, illegal bon fires, ATV use and instances of
illegal hunting were everyday occurrences. There were many times that the East Quogue Fire department and
its surrounding agencies were called to deal with these man made fires which endangered the surrounding
residences. The same people who are in opposition of the Hills development are the same people who were
consistently using this property as their own playground, exhibiting utter disregard for the environmental
issues that they themselves were causing.
I strongly urge you to support and approve the Hills at Southampton development project. I fear that we are
just one spark from an un-arrested ATV or just one ember from an illegal bon fire away from losing this
property forever to another wildfire. I feel that the Hills at Southampton will be a creative, and
environmentally responsible use for this long neglected property.
Sincerely,

John Galvin

Gregory J. Imber
P.O. Box64J
Quogue. NY 11959

Silas R. Anthony III
Discovery Land Company
745 Fifth Ave. Suite 564
New York. NY 10151
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December I, 2016

Dear Silas.
I am writing to express my support for the proposed Hills project in East Quogue. As a Quogue
home owner and someone who spends significant time on our beautiful bays I take a keen interest
in any new development in our community and how it might impact our fragile ecosystem.
After having looked into the Hills proposal I'm surprised to hear of vocal opponents to the
project. Like many other home owners. in my perfect world there would be no new development
on the east end. however that is unrealistic and unhealthy, so the focus needs to be on smart
development. That includes safeguards and monitoring to ensure we are not negatively impacting
the environment. At the same time we need to focus on mitigating damage occurring from
existing development from before safeguards were in place.
As I see it, the Hills proposal allows for constant monitoring ofthe water to ensure strict
compliance and no negative impact from the golf course, while at the same time contributing
funds for remediation of existing damage in our area having nothing to do with the project or
property. Furthennore, the project aims to preserve a significant portion of the property, and I
don't believe the owners will be using the houses year-round or enrolling children in our school
system.
The alternative as I understand it involves no golf course. but considerably more homes. no
opportunity for monitoring or management of impact on the water. more potential strain on our
school system. and no contributions to address existing damage in our area.
From my perspective, the Hills is a far more attractive proposal for the use of the land. I can't be
at the Town Hall meeting this week, but fully support your plan and welcome any questions.

:CLGregory J. Imber

@

The hills
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Kerri & John
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Mon 12/5/2016 5:30 PM
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Inbox

Tovictoriacip@hotmail.com <victoriacip@hotmail.com>;

To whom this my concern
I am in favor of The Hills project I think we will benefit from it over all.
l

Kindly
Kerri peters
Sent from my iPhone

TOWN CLERK

liV

To whom this may concern,

My name is Tom Hynes I was born and raised in the Hamptons. I love this community
and that's why I decided to raise my children here. My children attended East Quogue School
and my entire family support the Hills project, we believe it's important and beneficial for not
only the community but the future of the children.

00 ~D: ~D2:-~WJ
TOWN CLERK

Monday, December 5,2016

To: Southampton Town
Re: The Hills

I am not able to attend the meeting tonight. I am a resident of East Quogue, my children
attend the school here and I used to own a business in town.

I am in support of the proposed project. I believe it is the best case scenario for our town
and school.

Regards,

Sara Marino
East Quogue resident.
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The Hills Project p,V(.-1'-- j
Melissa Donahoe
Man 12/5/2016 4:29 PM
Inbax

ToVictoriacip@hotmail.com <Victoriacip@hotmail.com>;

Hi Victoria,
Unfortunately, I cannot be at the meeting, but please let the board know I am full support of the Hills
project and truly believe this will be a HUGE asset to our community. I have lived in EO for over 7
years and between my property/home value dropping and our school district continuing to lose more
and more services based on tight budgets, this project is sure to help in all areas. I really hope this
projects is approved and we can start moving forward!
Thank you,
Melissa Donahoe
151 Maggie Drive
EO
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To whom this may concern,
My name is Zachary Gorman, I grew up in Westhampton and feel this is a great idea for
our community. My experience as an avid golfer, having been the captain of the Westhampton
Beach Golf Team, and all the benefits that provided to me as a youth was beyond measure. It
was always a place that I was able to practice a sport as a child and now as an adult. Not to
mention the events and proms the hills would allow the East Quogue community for their
children. My sister went to East Quogue, they need money, i believe this will enhance the
community and benefit the community. I am a yes for the hills.
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Ludmilla Benevides
Mon 12/5/20164:19 PM
Inbox

ToVictoriacip@hotmail.com < Victoriacip@hotmail.com>;

My name is Ludmilla, my daughter Anabel Velloso goes to East Quogue School and I approve the construction of The Hills Resort
subdivision. If there are any further questions you can contact me at 631-603-6018
Fondly.
Ludmilla Velloso
Sent from my iPhone
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Hi my name is Francesca Gorman, I have lived in East Quogue my whole life. I attended
Westhampton Beach High School and graduated last year. My community has always been an
important part of my life. I completely support the Hills project and hope for it to be approved.
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William Glover
30 Nidzyn Avenue
Remsenburg, N. Y. 11960

November 28, 2016

I have been the resident in Southampton town since 1978. I am also a concerned East
Ender in regards to preserving our rural landscape.
We all know that development is inevitable. The proposal Discovery Land Company has
presented to the town, titled "The Hills", represents a true understanding and commitment
to preserving our community. Therefore, I Support this development and believe it will
be in the best interest of the community for the town to approve this project.
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Mrs. Constance Rahman

1 Duckwood Lane
Hampton Bays, N. V. 11946

Southampton Town Supervisor. Mr. Jay Schneiderman
Town Council members: Mr. John Bouvier, Mr. Stan Glinka, Ms. Julie .Lofstad, Ms. Christine Scalera

116 Hampton Road
Southampton, N. V.11968

Nov 30, 2016,

Dear Supervisor and Town Council Members,

Since buying our property in 1985, my husband and I have been vocal in commul1ity issues and politics.
We are quite concerned about environmental and economic matters.

I believe "the Hills" project will have positive ramifications for the Town of Southampton. It will add
new business opportunities and growth. We encourage the town to approve this project.

Sincerely yours,
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Eva M. Rahmanides
30 Oakhurst Road
Hampton Bays, N. Y. 11946
Southampton Town Supervisor, Mr. Jay Schneiderman
Town Council members:
Mr. John Bouvier, Mr. Stan Glinka, Ms. Julie Lofstad, Ms. Christine Scalera
116 Hampton Road
Southampton, N. Y. 11968
Nov 30, 2016,
Dear Supervisor and Town Council Members,
Since 1973, our family has owned our home in Hampton Bays. In 2009, I took ownership of my home
and have been a concerned resident donating my time as well as financial help to the community.
I support the project "The Hills" and believe it will be in the best interest of the community for the town
to approve this project.
Sincerely yours,
Eva M. Rahmanides

TOWN CLERK
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Justin Glover
5 Dock Road
Remsenburg, N. Y. 11960

November 28,2016

I have been the resident in Southampton town since 1982. I am also a concerned East
Ender in regards to preserving our rural
landscape.
I
We all know that development is inevitable. The proposal Discovery Land Company has
presented to the town, titled "The Hills", represents a true understanding and commitment
to preserving our community. Therefore, I Support this development and believe it will
be in the best interest of the community for the town to approve this project.
Sincerely,

/~T.:.- ,(J~
Justin Glover
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Joseph Mehran
53 Jones Road
East Quogue, NY 11942
Southampton Town Supervisor
Mr. Jay Schneiderman
116 Hampton Road
Southampton, NY 11968
Town Council members
Mr. John Bouvier
Mr. Stan Glinka
Ms. Julie Lofstad
Ms. Christine Scalera
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Dear Supervisor and Town Council Members,

I have owned my home at 53 Jones Road in East Quogue since 1985.
I am in favor of The Hills being approved and look forward to the betterment of our community. I
believe it will be in the best interest of all who reside in the surroundings neighborhoods.

Dear Supervisor Schneiderman and fellow Board Members:
After the last hearing on the Hills, Gail and I went on vacation to Scottsdale
Arizona. Our hotel was close to a community developed by Discovery Land. We
made arrangements to visit the community. When we arrived we were met by
the General Manager who gave us a tour of the development.
The clubhouse, dining facilities, front gate, gym, etc. were beautiful and very well
maintained. I spoke with the General Manager and asked:
1. "How many full time employees does the facility
employ? Approximately 100 and part time employees during the busy
season." Note the community is slightly larger than what is proposed
for the Hills.
2. "How many children attend the public schools? None, the community
consists of mostly empty nesters. There may be 2-4 families who have
children of school age but like all the other residents in the community it
is not their primary residence."
The following day I was hiking a mountain and noticed the rear entrance to the
community which was very well maintained. From the rear entrance I was able to
see the houses and they were very high end and well maintained.
I hiked up the mountain which afforded me the ability to view the community
from above. The development did not stand out due to the fact that it was
designed and built to blend into and become part of the desert landscape;
whereas other communities which I viewed were cut into the desert and stood
out as not being sensitive to the surrounding desert
From my personal visit I can say Discovery does what it says it will do. Discovery is
sensitive to the needs of the community and environment.
I urge you to approve the Hills.
Robert and Gail Liner
P O Box 1084
Hampton Bays, NY
rfl@salnlaw.com

Dear Council Members,
My name is David Marr and my family moved to Quogue from Westhampton in
1977. I had truly hoped to be with you for your final Town Hall meeting regarding
the Discovery Land project in East Quogue but my work schedule won't allow it. As
a member of both the golf and Quogue communities I thought you might find my
opinion to be of some value.
In the 1970's my uncle saw an increasing number of cars on our local roads in the
summertime and started a service intended to decrease congestion and improve the
quality of life on the east end. His efforts became the Hampton Jitney and his eye
towards preserving the charm of our area led him to become a trustee of the Group
for the South Fork. Not too much later my mother bought a discotheque around the
corner from our house and forfeited the cabaret rights for the property, ensuring
that the Village of Quogue never had to suffer the disruption of a nightclub again.
It was with this civic responsibility in mind that I had concerns when I first heard
about the idea to develop a golf course project in our immediate area. As a
commentator for the Golf Channel, I've seen such ventures become burdens to a
community, or an eyesore to the landscape. However, when I heard that Discovery
Land was involved my concern became excitement.
Discovery's reputation is impeccable, but without seeing first hand the quality and
care taken in every step it is not possible to get a full understanding of the
company's mission. While not a homeowner at a Discovery property I have had the
opportunity to visit different projects, play their courses and get the complete
picture of Discovery and it's principles. It is quite frankly the finest company of it's
kind in the business, and has no close competitor.
Discovery takes a property and an area and, rather than putting its generic stamp on
a project, creates an endeavor of unsurpassed quality which melts seamlessly into
the community surrounding it. Be it a Bahamian golf resort or a ski and outdoor
getaway in the big sky of Montana, Discovery's communities absorb, enhance and
enrich the local culture. I am excited to see how they blend into our lovely hamlets.
I can't speak to nitrogen levels, traffic patterns or seasonality but I can say that if
Discovery Land makes a commitment, it will be honored,likely beyond the board's
expectation. And while there are a great many projects that would be far worse for
the area, if this land is destined to become a golf course community there will be no
-  "J
better partner than Discovery Land.
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Sincerely,
David Marr III
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